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Reflections on Inside/Out Organizing
Karlene Faith
AS PRISON ACTIVISTS, WE KNOW A LOT ABOUT MEN IN PRISON, BUT MUCH LESS
about women. There are far fewer incarcerated women, and they are
seldom in the news. My purpose here is to briefly reflect on certain events

during three decades of prisoners' rights activism: first, the early days of activism

in California, through which I identify seven organizing and unifying principles,
and second, more recent activities in Canada.

Years ago, I lived, worked, and studied in a variety of countries. Everywhere,
I saw criminal justice systems as instruments of injustice. In the United States in
the late 1950s, it was Blacks who were getting rounded up. In France in the 1960s,
it was North African "gypsies"; in Eritrea it was Muslims. In Jamaica in the 1970s,
it was Rastafarians and other anticolonialists. Globally, the patterns have been
clear ? the people most likely to be criminalized, incarcerated, and tortured are
primarily young men of political minority groups.

In the late 1960s, the civil rights, black power, antiwar, and women's
movements spawned other social movements, such as organized homemakers,
midwives, farm workers, welfare recipients, people with physical disabilities, and
antiwar Vietnam War veterans. From within this melange of issues, the prisoners'
rights movement surfaced with a certain clarity and political force that recognized
prisons as a key convergence of social injustices.

While the prisoners' rights movement was taking shape as an offshoot of
antiwar, anti-racism, and socialist movements, academic research and university
courses were producing data and critical analyses of carceral enterprises. At the
University of California at Santa Cruz, where I was an undergraduate (and later a
graduate student), economist John Isbister and psychologist Ted Sarbin were

producing empirically grounded critiques of prisons. In the Bay Area, attorney

Faye Stender was exposing the lawlessness of prison regimes. The fledgling
Crime and Social Justice journal (now Social Justice) became a valued aid in
examining the intricacies of punishment as a state enterprise. Prisoners' writings
and defense committees, especially those of war resisters and black power figures
(particularly George Jackson, Angela Davis, Ericka Huggins, and Huey Newton),
were stirring the public consciences of liberals and radicals alike. By the time the
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FBI went on a shoot-'em-up cross-country rampage against the Black Panthers,

political prisoner support groups had been sprouting all over California and
throughout the U.S. At U.C. Santa Cruz, we were being influenced by the writings
of Richard Quinney, Jessica Mitford, and the Quakers' abolitionist book, Instead

of Prisons.
Educators such as Rafael Guzman, for whom I worked as a teaching assistant
on campus and at Soledad prison, were taking students into prisons and bringing
newly released prisoners to the university, three of whom were teaching assistants
in his popular on-campus prison course. Prisons and universities represented
antithetical institutions, and the contradictions between them exposed fundamen?
tal societal inequities and the mechanisms of social tracking. Taking the university
into the prison felt like a revolutionary act. I also studied with, and later assisted,

Herman Blake in a Black History course, which presented a perspective on the
disproportionate numbers of African Americans in prison. These sorts of liberatory

educational experiences were not uncommon in the 1970s, when, for example,

Women's Studies was in its nascent stage.
Benefit concerts, rallies, and grass-roots conferences on prisoners' rights
generated extensive networks of activists with a primary focus on prisoners in the

hardcore maximum-security men's institutions, such as Soledad, San Quentin,
and Folsom. Many women, including self-identified feminists, participated in
defense committees and other prison-related work, which most commonly fo?
cused on men. In the early 1970s, few people knew anything about women who
were locked up. Not even the activists or former (male) prisoners who came to the
university and to community-sponsored prisoners' rights events knew anything
about incarcerated women. At radical conferences and rallies, and in government
reports, women were rarely mentioned. Most remarkably to me, even the men I
worked with in Soledad prison didn't know anything about imprisoned women's
whereabouts, though some of them had wives, mothers, daughters, or sisters in

prison "somewhere."
In 1970, when very few women spoke publicly about their prison experiences,
I met Diane Ramsay, a poet who had been incarcerated at the California Institution

for Women (CIW) for marijuana possession, losing her children in the process.
She was candid about the experience of being a prisoner. We teamed up and did
presentations in Santa Cruz and the Bay Area, where I would give some back?
ground on incarcerated women, and then she would talk and read her poetry:

My baby was three months old
Three years ago.
He calls his Grandma, "Mommy."
My daughter just turned six.

She calls Aunt Marilyn

"Mommy."
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My children do not know me.

I haven't seen my husband's face
Or heard his voice
In these three years.

I don't know when

I stopped loving him.
I can't love a stranger. (Unpublished manuscript.)
Soon, encouraged by Diane, other women who had been imprisoned were also
coming forward and speaking of their experiences.
Lesson #1. The first human right is to speak in one's own voice. Only someone
who has been imprisoned can speak subjectively of this experience. Advocates can
only report on what they are told. The incarceration of Angela Davis, Ericka
Huggins, Susan Saxe, and others brought women into the frame. They were each

inspiring as icons in the struggle for freedom and justice, but their celebrity
obfuscated the everyday injustices against anonymous imprisoned women. Yet, as

more women of color, such as Joann Little, Inez Garcia, and Yvonne Wanrow
became identified as political prisoners, a more grounded interest in women's
prisons begin to take shape. Through this focus on individuals, questions were
being raised about carceral practices more generally, and feminists were cam?
paigning for imprisoned women's rights. The radical feminists situated women's

incarceration within a broader analysis of violence against women, and were
subversive in such ways as smuggling feminist literature into women's prisons.
The liberals (who were often the legalists), following an equality model, advo?
cated that women prisoners had a right to the same education, vocation, health, and
other services provided in men's prisons. The socialists offered political education
that blended revisionist Marxism with feminist critiques of capitalist patriarchy.

Beginning in 1972, the Santa Cruz Women's Prison Project (SCWPP) took
university-level courses (accredited by U.C. Santa Cruz), community workshops,
and cultural activities into CIW, then the only women's state prison. (The total
population was 600 at that time, but later expanded to more than 2,000. A string
of new women's prisons have since been built, and currently more than 11,000
women are incarcerated by the state of California.) Over the course of four years,

with a series of rotating project coordinators including Jeanne Gallick, Debra
Miller, Catherine Cusic, Frances Reid, Nancy Stoller, and myself, several hundred
volunteers went into the prison. Scholars, activists, and performers from around
the state contributed to and participated in the curriculum, entertainment, and

cultural events. From the start, the SCWPP coordinators consulted with the

women prisoners before making any significant decision that would affect the
program. Much of what we did was a result of their initiative, and when the

SCWPP was temporarily expelled several times from the prison for various
investigations (a common experience for community groups), the student-prison
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ers became politicized and organized, engaging in, among other things, a work
strike. One of our "older" students (in her 40s), Norma Stafford, discovered her
creative writing ability, and, like other incarcerated women, formed opinions
about sexism, racism, capitalism, and imperialist wars through her studies and

contact with SC WPP volunteers. Upon her release, Norma became a popular
presence at community events, and she later published her poetry. Here is one of

her poems:

to an unnamed guerilla in Vietnam
rumpled hair, bloodstained face
that was you in the stillness of
a photograph won yt quit my senses.
young man, without a name, you
stood thick in muscle and loving someone.
with nostrils distended, eyes blazing defiance,
you stood as strong as I now stand deep in shame
for your tortured body and lost young life.
they said you "wouldn't talk"
so, my government killed you.
my brother, my brother!
there is no requiem for you here

except this:
I love you and I love your defiance.
at the foot of your hate for me and mine

I do obeisance to the fire passed on by your death.

your seeds have not been wasted
nor has your blood run in futile streams.
I kiss the earth, squeeze the soil between my toes,
yell at rivers and hug trees,

because I know in these simple things of life
a peasant, even like me, can touch
your still form letting you know
that you do not lie in the dark alone (Stafford, 1975).

As the work of the SCWPP continued over several years, we engaged in
considerable collaboration with women in the prison, most notably and memora?
bly for me in a conference on "Alternatives to Prison" in 1973. The U.C. Santa
Cruz graduate program, History of Consciousness, had co-sponsored a new CIW
self-help group, the Long-Termers' Organization (LTO), for women serving life
sentences. The conference was the LTOs first major contribution to the life of the
prison, with 200 outsiders in attendance, including family members and many
prisoners. The women presented a stimulating set of talks, with time for intense
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discussion among people from both sides of the law, who at the end of the day
collectively recognized the futility of prisons as a response to street crime. The
event was historic because it was the first time a conference that focused on
breaking away from institutionalized retribution was being held within a prison ?

a women's prison.
Lesson #2. Build a support base for the work through forums, held inside and
out, that facilitate communication between imprisoned women and "the public."
Frances Reid, the Los Angeles coordinator with the SC WPP, organized a well
attended public forum in our first year, which brought the issue of women's prisons
to the urban feminist agenda. Given the proximity of the California Institution for
Women to Los Angeles, many of the CIW prisoners are from L. A. and most parole
back to that city. The forum was attended by community activists, women who had

served time, and family members, all of whom had direct knowledge of systemic
injustices. The event catalyzed a new L. A. group, organized by Mary K. Blackmon,

which focused on women's efforts to hold their friendships and families together
during their incarceration.

A significant cultural force within the women's movement was the surfacing
of many strong musicians. A number of these performers had given concerts and
done workshops at CIW, and four of them were featured in a statewide tour of

"women's music," produced by Marianne Schneller of Women on Wheels and
Frances Reid of Iris Films. The tour brought attention to abuses taking place at
CIW and was to end with a concert held at the prison. Singer-songwriter-musicans

Margie Adam, Meg Christian, Holly Near, and Cris Williamson gave sold-out
concerts in large halls in six cities across the state, raising prison issues from the
stage; the following day, with former prisoners and local activists, I led workshops

on prisoners' rights activism.
Early in the tour, the prison administration withdrew permission for the prison

concert when officials realized that a number of the individuals involved with

Women on Wheels had been members of the SCWPP, which had been a headache

for the prison administration. In less than two weeks, over 10,000 people
throughout California signed petitions calling for the prison concert and an end to

human rights abuses in CIW. Ultimately, due to the publicity and political
pressure, the concert was permitted, but a number of us who were affiliated with
the tour and the SCWPP were banned.

The February 1976 statewide concert/workshop Women on Wheels tour had
the effect of rallying an uncommon interest in women's prison conditions. On
March 19, while the energy was still high, we followed up the tour with a rally,
1,000 strong, in front of the State Capitol buildings in Sacramento, organized by
Catherine Cusic, Laurie Hauer, Patty Roberts, and others. San Francisco-based
lawyers affiliated with the SCWPP prepared briefs, which they presented at a
legislative hearing taking place inside the Capitol on such issues as mother/child
separation, harassment against lesbians in prison, lack of advocates for women
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being punished for prison rule infractions, high-security classification for low-risk
women, staff tampering with prisoners' mail, holdups of mail for non-English
speaking prisoners, improper and abusive medical procedures, lack of community
access to the prison, the absence of any way of monitoring human rights abuses
within the prison, and a plan by corrections officials to open a behavior modifica?
tion unit at CIW. (This hearing was one of a number of such hearings at which

members of the SCWPP read briefs and contributed to legislative inquiries.
Although we were not allowed to reenter the prison, we were sought out as
consultants to policymakers.)
While the legal researchers were presenting expert testimony to the govern?

ment, numerous former prisoners and activists spoke to the crowd outside.
Musicians performed. The key issue was the construction of a new behavior
modification unit at CIW for women the prison considered "political." This unit
was meant to deter women from speaking out against abusive prison policies and/
or practices. After the rally, the crowd linked arms, moved into the domed Capitol

building,
"Song of
plans for
Music

and occupied the corridor while singing, in unison, Cris Williamson's
the Soul." Due in part to sustained pressure, authorities canceled the
the behavior modification unit.
and resistance politics have a long shared history. Within the prison,

musicians bridged the social distance between prisoners and outsiders, and
prisoners found camaraderie among themselves. On the outside, at benefit
concerts musicians performed and offered engaging commentary on the state of
women's prisons from the stage, at once entertaining and educating. In the late
1970s in Los Angeles, Debra Miller, Vickie Randle, myself, and former prisoners
organized "Music Inside/Out" to coordinate prison concerts, and up north in the
Bay Area, Laraine Goodman did the same thing for years.
Lesson #3. As a form of social expression, music is at the heart of social change
because it is a great unifier. Most music is welcoming, whereas political rhetoric
is often challenging and hostile. A community's chosen musicians, poets, and
artists represent the soul of any social movement.

Lesson #4. Research and communication skills are necessary to effective
organizing. Anything said or written will be scrutinized by people concerned with

factual accuracy, especially those whose ideologies and institutions we oppose, so
we must be able to defend what we say and write. The landmark "Women against
Prison and Repression" conference, held at a rustic mountain retreat in the Santa

Cruz mountains in 1977, was organized by Nancy Stoller and other activists,
together with former prisoners who were now joining the outside movement for
prisoners' rights. These women were getting their lives together, often with the
support of SCWPP affiliates around the state. They were going to school, finding
jobs and housing, caring for their children, and speaking out at public meetings,

in the media, and in classrooms about their own histories as well as about

conditions in the prison. Just a few years before, women on parole stayed in the
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closet rather than face the stigma associated with their situation. This coalition
gathering was significant for women who were encountering, for the first time, so

many other women on the outside who had also done time, who understood the
prison experience, and who were finding their collective voice.
The "Women against Prison and Repression" conference stood in contrast to
other prisoners' rights conferences organized around the state in previous years,

in which incarcerated women ? with the exception of well-known political
prisoners ? were virtually never mentioned. In this venue, as at the Sacramento
rally and so many other prisoners' rights events throughout the 1970s, women ?
with all their diversities and the totality of their experiences in and out of prison

? were the whole point.
Lesson #5. Grass-roots coalitions are the only effective means of growing a
social movement. This process requires extending one's vision beyond the single

issue for which one struggles, e.g., prisoners' rights, to recognize that that
challenge exists in the context of a global struggle for human rights. Ellen Barry,

a longtime advocate for the rights of prisoners and their children, established
annual roundtables that, over the years, have brought together many former
prisoners and community activists throughout the U.S. One collective achieve?
ment of advocates for imprisoned women's human rights in the late 20th century
was the creation of spaces where women who have been criminalized could safely
meet with one another, speak their own truths, and find or form communities of
women committed to working together for social change.
Lesson #6. In a victim-offender continuum, up to 80% of all imprisoned girls
and women are prior victims of sexual and other violent physical abuse, as children
and as adults, whereas in the general population, the abuse rate is about 50%. Some
of these women are in prison for assault or other violent crimes. More, however,
are in prison for crimes of poverty and pain, including theft, fraud, and illegal
drugs. To work against the conditions that produce crime and selective punish?

ment is to work against the inequitable political economies and patriarchal
violence that victimize women and children. Over the years I have worked with
a number of groups whose goals were long term, but who stayed in contact with
women inside to do short-term reform work that improved prison conditions, such

as bringing in a law library, an exercise-dance class, or a class in creative writing.
Ellen Barry's legal work put corrections officials on alert to medical abuses at

CIW. Another project developed a better childcare environment for family visits.
Every reform raises the question of whether, in Gramsci' s terms, it is a revolution?
ary reform, one that has liberatory potential to challenge the status quo, or a reform

reform, which may ease the problem temporarily or superficially, but reinforces
the status quo by validating the system through the process of improving it. We do
liberal reform work because real women in real crises occupy the prisons, and they
can't be ignored. Revolutionary reform work is educative: it raises questions of
human rights (and thereby validates prisoners as human beings) and demonstrates
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that the state apparatus, which is mandated to uphold human rights, is one of the
worst rights abusers.
Lesson #7. When appraising whether a project is reformist reform or has
revolutionary reform potential, the question to ask is, "Cw/ bonoT That is, "Who
benefits?" If the reform benefits women in the long run, strengthens communities,

and reduces the numbers of prisoners, it is revolutionary; if it eases conditions for

a few women, temporarily, but at the same time reinforces a correctional ideology
that benefits the state and a philosophy of retribution, it is reform. One effective

way to reduce prison populations is to reduce recidivism, which means that
community support systems have to be in place for women exiting prison. In 1994
in Canada, a group of former prisoners and allies organized Strength in Sisterhood
(SIS), a national network of women who have done time and are there for each

other for post-prison support. It is a kind of underground railway for newly
released women who are trying to tow the line and avoid returning to prison. SIS
members also testify at public hearings and in classrooms about conditions in the
prison and do advocacy for women inside.
The populations of Canada, a nation, and California, a state, are approximately
the same, around 30 million in 2000. The approximately 6,000 women imprisoned
annually by the 10 Canadian provinces and the two territories are serving two years

or less (on average, a one-month sentence) for relatively minor offences. The
approximately 350 women (compared to almost 15,000 men) serving two years or
more are federal prisoners held in women-only federal prisons in six provinces
across Canada. By contrast, 11,000 women are incarcerated in California state
prisons, over 30 times the Canadian rate for women. (The difference is due in part
to California's draconian sentences for drug offences.)

The first international conference on "female offenders" took place in
Vancouver, B.C., in 1979, sponsored by Simon Fraser University. At those
meetings I helped the now-legendary abolitionist Claire Culhane, and Marie
Andree Bertrand, organize a "radical" caucus, got involved with the initial stages
of Canadian activists organizing and advocating with women in prison, and heard
the then-Solicitor General, Jean-Jacque Blais, announce that the archaic, domed,

limestone Prison for Women (P4W) in Kingston, Ontario, at the time the only
women's prison in Canada (surrounded by 18-foot stone walls), would be closed
irnminently. For three decades, the Canadian government promised a closure date
for this fortress-like institution, which it would then postpone. It finally closed on

May 8, 2000.

The construction of six new regional prisons in the mid-1990s was proposed
by a feminist task force, not because they wanted to see more women imprisoned
(build cells and judges will fill them), but because the conditions at the centralized
prison for women in Kingston were so abominable and forced prisoners to be
thousands of miles from their children. The Task Force on Federally Sentenced

Women, sponsored by the Solicitor General in 1990 to 1991 and comprised of
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many feminists and First Nations women (including prisoners), proposed mini?
mum-security, open apartment-style living that welcomed children and had easy
access to community resources.1 Instead, although most women are classified
minimum or medium security, the prisons are maximum security, with walls,
fences, lasers, cameras, dogs, emergency response teams, and so on, and now
include elaborate super-max segregation units. Activists succeeded in getting

some women closer to their children and improving the inmates' physical
environments, but bed space for federal women prisoners more than doubled with
the new prisons. A retributive, correctional ideology was decisively re-entrenched
in the name of reform. Correctional Services of Canada is investing in futuristic

custodial hardware and technology while the government has been closing
educational programs, women's halfway houses, and other community services.
Activist Canadian leadership in the 1990s and into the 21st century has come,
in particular, from Kim Pate, who, as the executive director of the Canadian

Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies, is routinely in personal contact with
women in all the prisons in Canada and keeps the rest of us alert to new
developments. Across the country, as in the U.S., hundreds of individuals are
teaching, doing research, defending women in court, volunteering in the prisons,
and/or organizing in the community. They have come together in various regions
and national coalitions to organize rallies, workshops, research-activist forums,
and community conferences to bring to public light the gender factor in the
punishment industry. Those most deeply engaged in the work also have smaller
strategy meetings with one another, including grass-roots human rights activists,
lawyers, scholars, and former prisoners, such as at the Gatineau Gathering in
winter 1997 at a Quebec mountain retreat.
It is an important time for feminist activists to mobilize media and movement
attention to women in prison. More women are being locked up for more trivial
crimes and for longer sentences than ever before, both in California (one of the

most carceral jurisdictions in the Western world) and in Canada (at a much slower,

but nevertheless steady, pace). In Canada, this carceral trend is occurring at the
turn of the millennium despite the "restorative justice" rhetoric used by high
ranking justice and corrections officials. The punishment industry is like a truck
racing downhill without a driver. Given the relationship of runaway technology to
increased surveillance and security globally, given the law-and-order ideology
that invites technological innovation to be used for the control of human beings,
and given that prisons are, de facto, conducive to abuses against prisoners, there
is cause for resistance.
Prisoners' rights activists have succeeded in protecting some women's human

rights for some period of time in some prisons, and, in Canada in 1996, in
catalyzing a federal inquiry into violence against women at P4W that produced a
scathing indictment of the entire prison system, especially around the treatment of

women. The Honorable Louise Arbour, who conducted the inquiry, became the
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chief justice of the U.N. Tribunal on War Crimes, and in 1999, she was appointed
to the Supreme Court of Canada. From the grass-roots to the High Court, we
continue to build a strong prisoners' rights movement, with more people agreeing
that money needed for education and social services should not be diverted to

prisons, especially amid a steady decline in the crime rate.
Every year, on August 10 prisoners across Canada join in honoring Prisoners'
Justice Day, a memorial for all the men and women who have died in Canadian
prisons, often by suicide. Community demonstrations support prisoners who go on
work strike for the day and fast. Former prisoners join community rallies as
speakers and drummers. When Claire Culhane was first organizing Prisoners'
Justice Day in Vancouver in the early 1980s, just a dozen people or fewer would
show up for the "rally," but she persevered and others carried on after her passing.

In 1999 on the street in front of the Vancouver city jail, at least 150 former
prisoners, their friends and families, and allies of all generations gathered to protest

conditions in Canadian prisons and selective incarceration. It was a calm, spiritually
harmonious crowd with a strong Aboriginal presence and articulate women and men
speaking of their prison experiences, and the media was taking it all in.

The more than 3,000 people who attended the Critical Resistance conference
in Berkeley in 1998 are indicative of a new North American movement working
toward more rational and community-oriented analyses of, and responses to, harm
done unto others, legal or illegal, at all levels of society. The spirit of revolutionary
work is captured for me in the words of Lilla Watson, an Aboriginal woman from
Australia. They were passed on to me by Canadian prisoner rights advocates Gayle

Horii and Kim Pate.

If you have come here to help me,
you are wasting your time.

If you have come here because
your liberation is bound up with mine,
Then let us work together.

NOTE
1. First Nations refers to the 600-plus aboriginal bands that represent the first nations inhabiting
the North American continent. Each band is distinct from the other in, among other things, language.

The term "First Nations" is political (issues of sovereignty), respectful, and commonplace in everyday

speech. "Aboriginal" is used both anthropologically and legally.
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